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Decarbonising our economy is both an environmental
imperative and a huge opportunity for Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly.
The move away from fossil fuels requires massive investment
in new global industries, from floating offshore wind to electric
vehicles and battery storage. Investment will lead to the
creation of hundreds of thousands of skilled, well-paid jobs
in the UK, benefitting the economy.
For Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, the scale of opportunity
in the race to net zero cannot be overstated. Our location
at the tip of South West of the UK and our geology gives us
an abundance of resources to power the Green Industrial
Revolution, underpinned by generations of innovation and
enterprise.
In fact, there are few regions where so many investment
opportunities come together in one place.
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Technology metals

Pioneering

We have world-class deposits of technology metals – like lithium,
tin and copper – that are essential components in many of today’s rapidly
growing clean energy technologies, from wind turbines to electric cars.

Cornwall is tackling climate change in other ways too. We are pioneering
commercial deep geothermal energy on two pilot sites, with many more to
follow. Our agriculture sector is developing energy-rich, renewable biofuels.
And our communities are working with industry to trial local energy networks
and electric car share schemes.

Demand for lithium could grow by 500% by 2050 because of its use
in batteries, but the UK is totally reliant on imports.

In all these areas, the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership
has championed our region as a pioneer of a cleaner, greener future that
creates quality jobs and gives us a globally competitive edge.

Cornwall sits on top of one of just five lithium-enriched bodies of granite
in the world. The UK Government’s security and defence review highlights
domestic extraction and processing of this ‘critical mineral’ as a priority.

World leaders at COP26 have seen that they must go further and faster to
meet the climate emergency head on. We’ve accepted that challenge and
are ready to lead the UK’s Green Industrial Revolution.

Several companies are currently prospecting for lithium in Cornwall,
confident they can extract battery-grade lithium compounds from granite
and the geothermal brines deep underground in a low-carbon, sustainable
way. And it is why we are funding a lithium extraction pilot plant with
investment from the Government’s Getting Building Fund.

Floating offshore wind
The seas off Cornwall boast one of the best wind climates in Europe
and our region is the birthplace of commercial wind generation in the UK.
The Government sees floating offshore wind (FLOW) as key to
decarbonising energy supply and wants to see 40GW of installed
capacity by 2030, including 1GW of FLOW.
We’ve been developing our floating wind ambitions in Cornwall for several
years because of our proximity to the Celtic Sea and highly experienced
offshore renewable energy supply chain.
The Celtic Sea is one of only two places in the UK singled out by the
Government’s Net Zero Strategy for large-scale FLOW deployment.
Some 300MW of projects are already moving forward, with a 30–40MW
demonstrator expected to be on site by 2025.
Our target of 3GW of installed capacity could support more than 11,000
jobs and generate £900 million of net additional GVA.
Photography Credit: Øyvind Hagen

Space and data
Significant investment in Cornwall’s space economy is creating unique
assets that will be critical to delivering the Government’s National Space
Strategy.
This includes the launch of the first ever satellite from the UK in 2022
from Spaceport Cornwall at Cornwall Airport Newquay. More than half
of the critical measurements on climate change rely on satellite data,
and Cornwall will give the UK its own launch capability.
And through the recent upgrading of Goonhilly Earth Station, there is
capacity to track and control spacecraft, take measurements and analyse
data as part of a global industry that could be worth £490 billion by 2030.
Both these assets have benefitted from more than £10 million of
investment that we have secured through the Government’s Local Growth
Fund and Getting Building Fund.
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Floating
offshore
wind
Harnessing clean energy
to power industry

Market
The UK’s Net Zero Strategy commits the Government to decarbonise the
electricity supply system by 2035 and accelerate the deployment of low-cost
renewable generation, including offshore wind power.
Offshore wind speeds are generally faster than on land and more consistent,
providing higher amounts of reliable and efficient power generation than
onshore wind turbines.
The UK has committed to deliver 40GW of offshore wind energy by 2030,
of which at least 1GW could be from floating wind turbines.
The advantage of floating wind technology is that turbines can be placed
in much deeper waters without the need for fixed foundations. This means
they can be positioned further out to sea where wind speeds are generally
stronger. It also means they are not visible from land.
Cornwall is a wind power pioneer and the site of the UK’s first commercial
onshore windfarm. Now it has an ambition to become a floating offshore
wind pioneer, with plans for the first floating wind demonstrator project in the
Celtic Sea, which has one of the best wind resources in Europe.
The Celtic Sea off the South West coast of Cornwall is one of only two
locations (along with the North Sea) identified in the UK’s Net Zero Strategy
for large-scale floating wind projects. The Government is committing £380
million to the offshore wind sector, investing in supply chains, infrastructure
and the early co-ordination of offshore transmission networks.
And there is an additional £24 million in this year’s Contract for Difference
allocation round ring-fenced for Floating Offshore Wind FLOW: the first time
the technology has had a dedicated funding mechanism.
Conditions in Cornwall – its exposed location, water depth and average wind
speeds – give it the potential to become a world-leading FLOW region, with
an ultimate Celtic Sea resource estimated at more than 100GW.
Aside from the geography being right for FLOW, Cornwall has the marine
experience, excellent skill sets in the offshore renewables industry and
an established offshore renewable supply chain spanning environmental
consultancy to subsea engineering, backed up by world-renowned research
capability at the universities of Plymouth and Exeter.
Celtic Sea Power, the Cornwall Council-owned company set up to help deliver
and capture the economic benefits of FLOW for Cornwall and the UK, is
targeting 3GW of capacity, installed or under development, in the Celtic Sea
by 2030. The company believes more than 70% of the UK’s grid needs could
be met by the potential resource in the Celtic Sea zones around Cornwall
alone.
Nationally, the floating wind industry could support 17,000 jobs and generate
£33.6 billion of economic activity, with huge export potential.
Cornwall has the drive to be a world leader in FLOW and support the global
market in understanding how to produce low-carbon, low-cost offshore wind
using FLOW technology. The Celtic Sea Power site offers project developers
a head start: the electrical infrastructure and grid connection are already in
place.
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Ambition
		 The scale and cost reduction of offshore wind witnessed over the last
five years clearly shows the potential of floating technology to accelerate
the race to net zero.
For more than three years, partners in Cornwall have been working to
create a market for FLOW with a revenue support mechanism and a
pipeline of projects.
Cornwall’s Wave Hub marine energy test site was sold in July 2021
by Cornwall Council as part of a structured plan to capitalise on the
environmental and economic benefits of FLOW in Cornwall and the UK.

Technology
metals
Powering the energy transition
through domestic supply

New owner Hexicon will use the site and infrastructure off Cornwall for
TwinHub, a 30–40MW FLOW demonstrator project using its twin-turbine
platform, by 2025.
In July 2021, the Crown Estate announced that three floating wind
projects in the Celtic Sea with a capacity of 300MW had been given the
green light to progress to the next round. To put this in context, there is
only around 130MW of floating wind capacity installed globally.
The aim is to get 3GW of FLOW installed or under development in the
Celtic Sea by 2030. Celtic Sea Power estimates that it would create at
least 1,500 primary jobs, around 9,600 broader jobs and £900 million
of net additional GVA, and position Cornwall as a world leader in FLOW.

Photography Credit: Øyvind Hagen
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Market

This means that huge quantities of a metal so critical to the Green Industrial
Revolution could be produced in a way that supports the drive to net zero
while overcoming supply chain risks from other parts of the world.

Increased electrification and digitalisation of the UK economy will
depend on secure supplies of technology metals, particularly lithium,
copper and tin.
Tech metals are essential components in many of today’s rapidly growing
clean energy technologies, from wind turbines to electric vehicles, and
therefore vital to delivering the Government’s Net Zero Strategy.
The energy transition is materials intensive – there is four times more
copper in an electric car than a fossil fuel car. The World Bank estimates
that over three billion tons of minerals and metals will be needed to
deploy the power and energy storage required for achieving a below 2°C
future. Demand for lithium, graphite and cobalt could increase by nearly
500% to meet growing demand.
At present, the UK is solely reliant on imports of raw materials, such as
lithium, needed to support UK clean growth and carbon reduction. Yet
Cornwall’s unique geology provides an abundant supply of world-class
deposits.
Cornwall has been identified by the Department for International
Trade as a High Potential Opportunity (HPO) for tech metals.
It has an abundance of tin, tungsten and copper, and one of the
largest concentrations of lithium-enriched granite in Europe.
The county’s geology provides the UK with a mineral-rich resource
capable of supporting the energy transition.
The tin ore found at South Crofty tin mine in Pool, for example, is of a
high-grade nature, meaning less material needs to be mined to produce
the same amount of tin. By restarting tin and copper production in
Cornwall and developing industrial-scale domestic lithium production
here, there is an opportunity to strengthen the UK’s supply chain, lower
the carbon footprint of that supply chain and ensure that the transition
to a low-carbon economy is managed responsibly.

Development of industrial-scale lithium production would mean the UK could
become self-sufficient in battery-grade lithium compounds, enabling the
country to manage the entire process from the mining of minerals to final
battery production.
An acceleration of production of critical technology metals in Cornwall would
create more than 1,000 high-value, high-productivity jobs in the county: an
organic Levelling Up achieved through the utilisation of our natural resources.

Ambition
Cornwall will soon be home to Europe’s first plant for extracting lithium
from geothermal waters. Through a joint venture, Cornish Lithium and
Geothermal Engineering Limited (GEL) are building the £4 million lithium
extraction plant with support from the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local
Enterprise Partnership via the UK Government’s Getting Building Fund.
When completed (spring 2022), it will be capable of drawing lithium from
geothermal brines from 5km down.
Cornish Lithium is also investigating the feasibility of a hard rock lithium
extraction plant at St Dennis near St Austell.
British Lithium has rapidly developed a pilot plant and will be producing
battery-grade lithium by the end of 2021. Full-scale production of around
21,000 tonnes of lithium carbonate a year is planned in the next three to
five years.
In 2020, high-grade copper-tin was discovered at United Downs, near
Redruth. Cornish Metals, owner of South Crofty, currently has a drilling
programme underway at the site. It also holds 15,000 hectares in exploration
licences across the county.

Roche-based British Lithium has identified a source of over 100 million
tonnes in a former clay mine near St Austell. This quantity of lithium is
enough to meet one-third of Britain’s likely demand by 2030 when all UK
car manufacture converts to electric vehicles. The company has developed
sustainable, carbon-free technology to produce battery-grade lithium
carbonate, and is already producing concentrate in its unique, up-andrunning pilot plant.

Development of industrial-scale lithium and production of other tech metals
in Cornwall would mean that the county could support a megafactory,
producing batteries for electric vehicles as well as domestic and commercial
power storage.

Another company, Cornish Lithium, is investigating the opportunity
for low-carbon production of lithium from geothermal waters deep
underground at sites across the county. The company will also seek
to use the heat from the geothermal waters to help decarbonise local
businesses. In addition to its geothermal waters projects, Cornish Lithium
has a hard rock project near St Dennis. It utilises a processing technology
that will not require the roasting of its ore (meaning it will have a much
lower carbon footprint than traditional hard rock operations) and is
targeting annual production of 11,000 tonnes of lithium hydroxide per year
from this project.

Camborne School of Mines, now part of University of Exeter, is ranked
eighth in the world for minerals and mining. A research project, Deep Digital
Cornwall, is working to ensure the sector is active in leading research.
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The history of metal mining in Cornwall has left a legacy of experience
and expertise, which is being used to explore Cornwall’s mining wealth.

The Cornwall Mining Alliance continues to thrive, with specialist consultants
and small companies who deploy their expertise worldwide. There are more
than six mining companies in the county actively working on new processes
and technologies to extract minerals in the most sustainable way.
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Earth
observation
Monitoring climate change and enabling
environmental stewardship

Market
Once an avenue reserved for weather forecasters, navigation and
communications, the cost of operating in space has fallen considerably.
Technological advances have brought the size of satellites down to as small
as a shoe box and have made the data more accessible.
Space is providing data often unobtainable from any other source, helping
to provide unique insights into some of the world’s biggest challenges, like
climate change, poverty, inequality, healthcare and food production.
According to the UK Space Agency, more than half of the critical
measurements on climate change rely on satellite data.
The economic and societal benefits of satellite technology are huge, and the
global space economy is projected to grow from an estimated £270 billion in
2019 to £490 billion by 2030.
Despite building most of the world’s small satellites, the UK has not had the
ability to launch its own – until now.
Cornwall’s two world-leading space assets, Spaceport Cornwall and Goonhilly
Earth Station, underpin the launch and communications needs of the UK, and
are central to the Government’s National Space Strategy.
By 2030, it is thought that space and data in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
will have contributed to an additional £1 billion of economic value to the
region through increased productivity, jobs and turnover, creating twice the
average GVA/capita of £45k+.
Spaceport Cornwall, based at Cornwall Airport Newquay, is a consortium
made up of Cornwall Council, Virgin Orbit and Goonhilly Earth Station. It is
set to provide the UK with its first horizontal launch spaceport in July 2022.
Virgin Orbit believes deployment of a programme in Cornwall will give smaller
companies and organisations access to space in a way that is inexpensive and
flexible. Cornwall has 55 space-related businesses, up 164% since 2010.
Spaceport Cornwall aspires to be the most sustainable spaceport in the world
and hopes to challenge others to follow its lead. The consortium has a
sustainability action plan to ensure it has as low an impact as possible on
people and planet.
Goonhilly Earth Station, near Helston, is world-leading in deep space
communications. It has the capability to provide the UK with an opportunity
to be the global leader in commercialisation of the vital communication links
for many space missions.
In 2019, Goonhilly opened a new data centre to create a UK hub for artificial
intelligence and machine learning. The hub is designed to meet the dataintensive needs of the automotive, space and aerospace, and life sciences
markets.
The company has spent the last three years upgrading its facilities for deep
space communications to enable it to track future missions to the Moon and
Mars.
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Cornwall has the potential to offer the UK
a model for using satellite environmental
intelligence to reach national low-carbon
targets, and puts it in a strong leadership
position, helping it to attract international
collaboration and investment.
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Ambition
Spaceport Cornwall is set to launch satellites with Virgin Orbit next
year, making the UK the first horizontal launch country in Europe. Work
is currently underway on a new satellite integration facility at the site,
part of a wider Centre for Space Technologies where the focus will be on
environmental intelligence from space.
In Cornwall, there are opportunities to grow a space cluster. The county
has the potential to create an ecosystem of businesses enabling the
manufacture of satellites, launched via Spaceport Cornwall and using
Goonhilly to track, control and monitor data. Spaceport Cornwall is using
G7 legacy funding to work with academic and technology partners on
Kernow Sat 1, a Cornwall community satellite that will be designed, built,
launched and tracked from Cornwall to monitor ocean health around the
coast.

Energy
innovation
Developing local technologies
with a global application

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly aims to be the UK’s primary data
communications and satellite operations centre for Government,
commercial and academic-led exploration and deep space missions
by 2030, and a leader in the national space programme.
Cornwall has the potential to exploit its physical, digital and intellectual
assets, and use satellite data to overcome local and global challenges
such as the impact of climate change.
Goonhilly has infrastructure in place to expand the business
internationally and set up offices and antennas around the world to build
a global enterprise.
The ambition is that Cornwall could be the primary operations centre for
UK endeavours to the Moon and Mars, for space resource mining and for
supporting UK sovereign missions.
By 2030, the aim is for Goonhilly to be internationally known as the
commercial operator for space exploration programmes, with wraparound infrastructure including accommodation and transport.
In Cornwall, investment in the space sector, including more than £10
million from the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership
via the UK Government’s Local Growth and Getting Building Funds, is
already creating skilled jobs and attracting academic talent.
And Spaceport Cornwall is using G7 legacy funding for outreach
exhibitions to inspire Cornish school children about careers in science and
engineering. The consortium is working with local colleges and universities
to design courses that space sector employers will need in the future.
Cornwall has the potential to offer the UK a model for using satellite
environmental intelligence to reach national low-carbon targets, and
puts it in a strong leadership position, helping it to attract international
collaboration and investment.
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Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s geology and green
and blue landscape make it the perfect environment for
achieving its green ambitions.

Island electric vehicles

The region was among the first in the UK to declare a
climate emergency and has committed to being a net
zero carbon economy by 2030.
We are leading the way in developing green technologies
that can be adopted throughout the UK and the rest of
the world to drive down carbon emissions and improve
sustainability.

Zero-carbon biomethane
Agriculture accounts for 21% of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s
carbon emissions; open slurry lagoons contribute to these emissions by
emitting methane into the atmosphere. Many of the 427 dairy farms in
Cornwall are unable to get involved with the biomethane market due to
entry costs at small scale and the fact that they do not have a mains gas
connection. Clean energy company Bennamann has developed a solution
with Chynoweth Farm Partners and the University of Exeter for small,
off-gas-grid dairy farms to turn farm waste, like cow manure and grass
cuttings, into better than zero-carbon biomethane.
Bennamann’s patented slurry lagoon cover captures the biogas generated
by organic farm waste (primarily manure) swept into the store and
processes it into compressed fugitive methane (CFM) and liquid fugitive
methane (LFM). Digestate left in the lagoon is made into a biologically
enhanced conditioner effective in improving soil quality, removing the
need for artificial fertiliser on the farm. The digestate is distributed on the
soil in such a way that air degrading gases (primarily ammonia) do not
escape into the air, resulting in a better than zero carbon circular economy
model.

The Go EV low-carbon community car share scheme on the Isles of
Scilly provides an immediate solution to reducing the amount of cars on the
islands and the amount of CO2 emissions, while also looking closely at the
technology to provide a model for how electric vehicles can be woven into
the fabric of a local energy system.
Residents on the Isles of Scilly, local and visiting businesses, and Cornwall
Council can hire an electric vehicle by the hour on the five inhabited islands
as part of a community car share scheme.
The £3 million scheme, run in partnership with Hitachi Europe Ltd, sees users
booking, unlocking and paying for the rental of one of the archipelago’s ten
electric vehicles using an app. They can choose from cars, seven seaters and
vans, picked up from one of the 27 charging points at key locations.
Ten of the charging stations use pioneering vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology
that allows vehicles to charge from a station and, if required, discharge power
back into the grid to optimise its balance. Addressing the movement of energy
through innovation on the Isles of Scilly can help the rest of the UK to better
understand how technology of this kind can be applied to the electricity grid
of the future.
Many of the charging stations on the islands are connected to a solar panel
on a building, or have their own solar panels. The scheme is testing how
operations of this kind can make the most of solar energy or find the best
solution for charging an electric vehicle if solar energy is not available: details
that will be important to electric vehicles becoming part of the UK’s energy
ecosystem.

In a £1.58 million biomethane pilot fully funded by Cornwall Council,
Bennamann is working with six Cornwall Council-owned farms to capture
fugitive biomethane for use in the Council’s road maintenance vehicles.
The pilot will prevent 16,591 tonnes of CO2e from being released every
year. And plans to transition 77 trucks to fugitive methane fuel will offset
a further 752 tonnes of CO2e per year in avoided fossil fuel emissions.
Additionally, each of the Council’s pothole repair units converted to
fugitive methane could reduce CO2e emissions by five tonnes per year,
and over 20 years the project could generate enough income to cover the
Council’s £1.58m capital and borrowing costs.
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The energy transition is materials intensive –
there is four times more copper in an electric
car than a fossil fuel car.

4
20

Local ambitions
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Geothermal
Cornwall is rich in granite. This heat-producing rock means the region
has the opportunity to harness energy from under the ground to produce
renewable baseload power and heat.
At United Downs, Geothermal Engineering Ltd (GEL) is developing the
UK’s first geothermal power plant. The company has drilled the deepest
hole on UK soil to a measured depth of 5,275m - more than three miles,
where temperatures reach 180oC. In January 2021, GEL signed a Power
Purchase Agreement with Ecotricity that will see 3MW of geothermal
electricity distributed to the National Grid for the first time in the
UK; enough to power approximately 7,000 homes each year. In July 2021,
the UK’s first geothermal steam was produced at United Downs, proving
that 24/7, low-carbon electricity generation is possible using energy below
ground. Following this success, GEL has submitted planning applications
for four new prospective sites across Cornwall.
In addition, GEL has partnered with Cornish Lithium to trial a Direct
Lithium Extraction pilot plant at United Downs, to harness the high lithium
concentrations found in the geothermal waters. This has the potential
to provide the UK with a low-carbon, local lithium resource that can be
used in the production of batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage
technologies. The company is also responsible for the low-carbon heat
supply at Jubilee Pool, a sea water lido in Penzance. The system is the
first of its kind in the UK and keeps a section of the pool at a constant
35 degrees using geothermal energy.
The Eden Project has set up Eden Geothermal with EGS Energy Ltd and
Bestec (UK) Ltd. The initial aim of the project is to provide low-carbon,
geothermal heat to the facilities at The Eden Project for one year,
demonstrating the greenhouse gas reductions that can be achieved.
Phase two involves drilling a second deep well; the hot rock underground
will act as a heat exchanger and deliver super-heated water to the surface
where it can be used to generate heat and electricity. If all goes to plan,
it will generate enough electricity to supply 7,000 homes, and enough
heat and electricity to meet all of Eden’s needs.
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For Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, the scale of opportunity in
the race to net zero cannot be overstated. Our location at the tip
of South West of the UK and our geology gives us an abundance
of resources to power the Green Industrial Revolution,
underpinned by generations of innovation and enterprise.

Mark Duddridge

Chair of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Local Enterprise Partnership

To find out more about the low carbon opportunities in Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly email info@cioslep.com and one of our
team will be in touch.

